Data Analyst
Internship / IDP

About blik:

blik is a Munich based startup with the purpose to disrupt the industrial logistics by making the entire supply-chain transparent. To get a better understanding, check our TechCrunch article or our TechCrunch Battlefield pitch video.

We are running several pilot projects with the leading car manufacturers in Germany. Our goal is to revolutionize the industry, make jobs better and processes more efficient. blik (www.blik.io) creates real-time location data for all goods in logistics. We use this data to provide unique insights into processes and workflows. Now we are expanding our team to meet the increasing customer demand.

Your profile:

• Advanced knowledge in Python
• Interested in working with time series databases
• Basic experience in data analysis
• Ability to read into scientific papers to research state of the art algorithms

Your position at blik:

Your task will be to run basic data analysis algorithms over the first datasets we collected at our customers. The first goal is to investigate parameters we use for event detection and optimize them. Afterwards you are free to propose different methods to gain further insights into the data. Depending on your progress and prior experience you will also get the chance to develop real time analysis prototypes for our product.

Why you should join blik:

If you want to work in a young startup in the IoT sector learning more about all different parts of IoT systems, this is the right space for you. We promote a democratic culture with an open decision-making process. Please get in touch with us at talent@blik.io. We are looking forward to hearing from you!

Kind regards,
the blik-team